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Gather  
and Feast
Ashley Alexander: recipe developer, food stylist  
and founder of Gather and Feast shares her favourite 
wholesome and nutritious SUPER ELIXIR creations. 



It’s a favourite of celebrities including 
Gordon Ramsey and Angie and 
Brad, so what exactly sets this  
luxury resort apart from the rest?  

Located on 600 acres surrounded by the Grand  
Canyon, Monument Valley and Grand Staircase-
Escalante, The Amangiri Resort and Spa 
somehow manages to blend indulgence  
into the desert landscape. The resort,  
located in Southern Utah, is a collaboration between 
three architects - Marwan Al-Sayed, Wendell  
Burnette and Rick Joy who aimed to celebrate the awe-
inspiring majestic cliff and rock formation of the south.

The three architects were inspired to work  
together on such a grand site, especially for hotel  
legend, Adrian Zecha, who developed several 
Aman Resorts internationally including in Europe, 
Africa, East Asia and the Caribbean. Aiming to blend the 
interior to the exterior, exposed materials such as wood, 
water, light and concrete were used extensively to match the 
neutral orange hues and ground the vernacular into the site 
capturing the unique desert features.

The uber luxurious resort offers 34 different suites,with 
entry into each suite via a private courtyard that includes a 
dining area and sculpture light form. The most sought after 
room in the resort is ‘The Mesa Home’, secluded by a rock 
escarpment and surrounded by acres of undeveloped land, 
this room is located minutes from the resort for those after 
extra privacy - including a 50–foot infinity pool set into an 
expansive stone. he three architects were inspired to work  
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GREEN SMOOTHIE BOWL WITH PEAR, 
KIWI & CRUNCHY MAPLE PECAN 
GRANOLA

Makes 2 small bowls or 1 large smoothie bowl

For the smoothie bowl you’ll need 
1 cup firmly packed baby spinach
1 frozen banana
½ large pear, roughly chopped
1 large kiwi fruit, roughly chopped
1 cup coconut milk or almond milk
1 tbs THE SUPER ELIXIR Vanilla Nourishing Protein
2 tsp of THE SUPER ELIXIR Alkalising Greens

For the maple pecan granola you’ll need 
2 cups oats
2 cups coconut
1½ cups pecans
1 tbs vanilla powder
2 tbs coconut oil
¾ cup pure maple syrup
Large pinch sea salt

To make the smoothie bowl
1. Place the smoothie ingredients into a blender or Nutribullet 
and blend until smooth.
2. Pour the smoothie into a shallow bowl and top with 
granola, thinly sliced pear, fresh kiwi fruit and chia seeds.

Granola Method:
1. Combine the granola ingredients in a large mixing bowl.
2. Pour onto a paper lined baking tray and bake at 180 ºC/  
356 ºF for 30- 40 minutes, giving the granola a stir halfway 
through the cooking time.
3. Once the granola is cooked and golden brown, remove 
from the oven and set aside to cool.
4. Once cool, it’s ready to serve. 
5. Store the leftover granola in an airtight container.



RASPBERRY, CACAO & COCONUT 
SMOOTHIE BOWL

Makes 2 small bowls or 1 large smoothie bowl

You’ll need 
1½ frozen bananas
¾ cup frozen raspberries
1 cup coconut water
2 tbs flaked coconut
1 tbs raw cacao powder
1 scoop THE  SUPER ELIXIR Chocolate Nourishing Protein 

To make 
1. Place all ingredients into a blender and blend until 
smooth.  
2. Top with fresh berries, coconut and cacao.





BANANA, PEAR & VANILLA  
SMOOTHIE BOWL

Makes 2 small bowls or 1 large smoothie bowl

You’ll need
2 frozen bananas
1 cup almond milk
½ fresh pear
½ cup ice
½ tsp vanilla powder or extract
1 scoop THE SUPER ELIXIR Vanilla Nourishing Protein

To make
1. Place the smoothie ingredients into a blender and 
blend until smooth.
2. Pour the smoothie into a glass or a shallow bowl and 
top with fresh pear, roughly chopped roasted almonds
and cacao nibs.



There’s a lot of talk around protein. Questions like, 
“What is the best source? Who needs to take  
a protein supplement? Will protein supplements help me  
lose weight?”

We decided to ask nutritional expert Dr Simone Laubscher, 
PhD and Jonathan ‘Jono’ Bush (Elle Macpherson’s personal 
trainer) about the importance of protein, who should  
be supplementing it into their lives and why we should 
consider switching away from the popular whey based 
protein powders.

There are common health 
problems associated with 
whey, dairy and soy protein 
supplements, especially 
affecting digestion.

WHY DO WE NEED PROTEIN?
Unlike fat, protein is not stored and must be consumed 
regularly for optimal body function. It’s recommended  
that 10-20% of our daily intake should come from protein.
Dr Laubscher explains that protein forms the building blocks 
of the human body. “It is in every part of us and the second 
largest component after water. The benefit goes beyond 
muscles; it is essential for tissue repair and growth, supports 
a healthy metabolism and promotes feeling full for longer. 
Without it, our metabolism become sluggish; we lack energy, 
give into our cravings and reach for the wrong foods.” 

WHY SHOULD I TAKE A PROTEIN SUPPLEMENT?

Protein rich foods can help us to feel more full and satisfied so 
we are less likely to choose unhealthy foods during the day. 
After exercise, protein helps to deliver necessary nutrients 
to repair and replenish our muscles. “Modern living and an 
unbalanced diet means we often supplement protein intake 

with energy sources like caffeine, sugar, carbohydrates or 
saturated fats,” says Laubscher.

IS IT THE BEST WHEY?

Whey protein is the watery portion of milk that separates 
from the curds when making cheese. A lot of protein 
supplements are created using whey, but even if you don’t 
stick to a plant based diet you might like to consider switching 
to a plant based protein supplement. There are common 
health problems associated with whey, dairy and soy protein 
supplements, especially affecting digestion.

Dr Laubscher says that men in particular should reconsider 
their source because most whey protein powders are derived 
from non-organic cows milk, which contains oestrogen, a 
predominantly female hormone. “Too much of this in the 
male diet can have adverse effects including reduced libido, 
increased abdominal body fat as well as ‘moobs’ (man boobs).” 

Jono adds that he “knows so many guys out there who are 
using these cheap whey proteins to bulk up. From the outside 
everything’s fantastic; they looked ripped. But on the inside it’s 
causing their body long-term, damage.”

THE CLASSIC 
HAS ARRIVED
Vanilla is smooth and rich with 
a sweet and bold flavour. Super 
creamy and super nutritious, our 
Vanilla Nourishing Protein has 
all the benefits of our chocolate 
protein that you know and love.  
Shop at welleco.com 

The importance of protein and why we 
should consider switching away from 

whey based protein powders.

Is your  
whey protein 

increasing 
your body 

fat?

Australian cult activewear brand THE UPSIDE 
(@the_upside) just got cooler with the addition of Mens. 

Image by Simon Upton (@simonuptonpics )



WEEK 1

•  No starchy carbs after 5pm.
•  Take THE SUPER ELIXIR Alkalising Greens with  
 500ml of water every day.
•  Make sure you get at least 2L of filtered water 
 every day.

WEEK 2

•  Build on the above tips.
•  Replace one meal a day with THE SUPER ELIXIR

Nourishing Protein, with 400ml of cold almond
milk and 1-2 fruits as a super delicious smoothie.

Reboot your body
on Elle’s 4 week plan
Forget crash dieting and binge exercise plans. Dr. Laubscher has created Elle’s 4 week 
body reboot; a simple, safe and healthy body countdown. Trust us, you’ll be feeling 
light and lean in no time!

Visit the Welle Journal at welleco.com for our nourishing 
meal plan to help you through the 4 week body reboot.  

WEEK 3

•  Build on the above tips.
•  Add cayenne pepper to at least one meal a day. 

It will boost metabolism and create a thermogenic 
effect, which helps burn calories.

WEEK 4

•  Build on the above tips.
•  Cut all sugar, dairy and starchy carbs and increase

intake of green vegetables.
•  Get active - combine something you love for

at least 45 minutes a day!



Getting your  
beauty sleep
Considering we spend a third of our lives sleeping, it’s important we  
get it right so our waking hours are as satisfying and joyful as possible.

POWER OF SLEEP

Sleep is essential to detox and repair from the day. It has a 
direct impact on our physical and emotional health. Even the 
super-healthy produce internal pollution, called free radicals, 
which are created from the standard conversion of food into 
useable energy. 

Scientifically, this equates to free radical levels versus anti-
oxidant levels. Sleep allows the body to restore a balance of 
power in favour of the anti-oxidants so you wake up each 
morning at the optimum balance. According to Traditional 
Chinese Medicine (TCM) the body has a 24-hour body energy 
clock allowing each organ its own time of regeneration. In 
Western medicine this is referred to as the body’s circadian 
rhythms. For example, if you wake up between 1-3am it is 
usually your liver and if it is between 3-5am it is usually your 

lungs. This doesn’t mean you are heading for liver or lung 
failure; it simply means that these organs need more attention 
and may require more nutrition to detox, repair or nourish 
them. 

A LITTLE ON HORMONES

During our waking hours, the body burns glucose to provide 
energy married in with the release of stimulating hormones 
such as adrenaline. When we sleep these levels drop and the 
body produces its natural level of Human Growth Hormone 
(HGH), which many hale as the ‘anti-aging wonder’ hormone. 
Having the right amount of protein will allow your HGH levels 
to be at optimum, which is why plant based proteins are so 
important for you to get all the building blocks you need. 
Taking our Nourishing Protein before bed will give you all you 
need for tissue repair both internally and externally and stop 
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the desire to reach for late night chocolate fixes. 

WHILE YOU WERE SLEEPING

Even though we may look like we are having a peaceful night’s sleep, 
our brain still remains very active. A typical night’s sleep comprises 
five different sleep cycles, each lasting around 80-90 minutes. The 
first four stages of each cycle are regarded as quiet sleep or Non-
Rapid Eye Movement (NREM). The final stage is denoted by Rapid 
Eye Movement (REM).

As stage two merges into stage three, the brain waves continue to 
deepen into large slow waves. The larger and slower the brain wave, 

the deeper the sleep. Stage four is reached when 50% of the waves 
slow down. REM sleep is thought to help consolidate memory and 
emotion.

BEAUTY SLEEP: IT’S A THING

The outer or top layer of our skin comprises tightly packed dead 
skin cells, which are constantly shed throughout the day. During 
deep sleep, the skin’s metabolic rate speeds up and many of the 
body’s cells show increased production and reduced breakdown 
of proteins. This is a good thing as protein is the essential building 
blocks for cell growth - the skin needs this deep sleep each night to 
repair itself.



SLEEP  WELLE

1. Pay attention to what you eat and drink 2-3 hours 
before you go to bed
Loading up on caffeine, sugar or  high GI food or drinks will 
stimulate the body and reduce sleep quality. 

2. Do a ‘brain dump’ before you sleep
Leave a notebook next to your bed. Draw a line down 
the middle and at the top of one side write ‘Things I can 
change’ and at the top of the other side ‘Things I can’t 
change’. Let the things you can’t change go.

3. Introduce sleep enhancing herbs
Valerian, chamomile and hops help re-set your body clock, 
fall asleep faster and sleep longer. These herbs in the form 
of a tea work best for its soothing warmth.  

4. Include physical activity in your daily routine 
Regular physical activity can promote better sleep, so you 
fall asleep faster and enjoy deeper sleep. 

5. Try a nice warm protein enriched drink before bed
This will not only give you all the essential amino acids your 
body needs to repair itself; it will also calm you due to the 
tryptophan levels. As always a plant source like almond 
milk is a better choice. 

6. Add melatonin
If you travel a lot and tend to battle with jet lag or suffer 
from everyday insomnia melatonin is great to help induce 
a state of relaxation (bringing about sleep). 

7. Get the temperature & mood right
A room that’s too hot or too cold will affect your quality of 
sleep, so take a little time to make sure the temperature 
of your bedroom is right for you. Try an organic lavender 
pillow spray to help induce sleep.

8. Limit day time siestas
Try to limit day time naps as this will make your insomnia 
worse. You don’t get the same physiological health 
benefits when you sleep in the day compared to your 
evening sleep.

9. Get comfortable
This may sound obvious but you would be surprised how 
many people are sleeping on the wrong mattresses and 
pillows! 

10. If you do have broken sleep check your TCM 
Energetic Body Clock
As per the diagram, if you tend to always wake up 
between 1-3am or 3-5am for example you may need liver 
or lung support.

TOP 10 TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SLEEP 

Skullcap

This powerful medicinal herb is used in the treatment of a wide range 
of nervous conditions including insomnia and anxiety. It is helpful 
for nervous headaches and inducing sleep without any side effects. 

Valerian Root

This herb is one of the most common remedies for insomnia. Studies have 
shown that valerian improves sleep quality,  the speed of falling asleep and 
encourages deep sleep. It is also used to help ease anxiety, headaches 
and migraines. It’s most effective when used over a longer period of time. 

Hops

When combined with valerian, this flower extract is widely used as a mild 
sedative for anxiety, insomnia and creating a sense of calm. 

Lavender

Studies have proven that lavender helps to encourage a peaceful 
slumber. Sleep Welle Calming Mist contains a soothing blend of lavender, 
chamomile and vetiver. The combination of essential oils is perfect to mist 
over pulse points, pillows and in your sleep space to reduce tension and 
anxiety and help you drift into a calming deep sleep.

THE SUPER ELIXIR™

SLEEP WELLE

Sleep Welle Fortified Valerian Tea and Calming Pillow Mist; all you need for a good night’s sleep.



INGREDIENT SPOTL IGHT 

THE SUPER ELIXIR Alkalising Greens contains papaya 
(called the ‘fruit of the angels’ by Christopher Columbus) 
which contains a wonderful digestive enzyme known as 
papain, helping to support healthy digestion. 

Consuming a copious amount of low quality meat along 
with rushed meals, large portions, low digestive enzymes 
and stomach acid production contributes to meat often 
ending up partially digested by the time it reaches the 
lower intestine.

A clogged small intestine makes it difficult to effectively 
absorb nutrients into the bloodstream. As an enzyme, 
papain is one of the most effective at breaking down meats 
and other proteins, similar to the enzyme pepsin that we 
produce in our pancreas. The digestive enzymes in papain 

break down larger proteins into smaller proteins, peptides 
or even into the smallest amino-acid, giving the body the 
ability to enhance the total digestive process and increase 
the nutrient absorption of protein-based foods.

Why our Alkalising Greens 
contain papaya
And how papaya, a powerful digestive enzyme known as papain, 
helps to support healthy digestion. 

Did you know?
Papaya is rich in vitamin A and flavonoids like 
beta-carotene, zeaxanthin, cypotoxanthin 
and lutein which keep the mucus membranes 
in the eyes healthy, preventing them 
from damage. The carotenoids present in 
papayas are also more bio available than 
other vitamin A rich foods like tomatoes and 
carrots.



INGREDIENT SPOTL IGHT#STRONGWOMEN

The WelleCo global #StrongWomen 

programme celebrates and shares the 

stories of inspirational women we admire.

#StrongWomen 

NICOLA GREEN
ARTIST

Tell us a little bit about how you became an artist 
I grew up surrounded by wonderful photographs from all over the world as 
my mother is a travel photographer.  Growing up I drove my parents mad 
by drawing on every surface I could find. I was academic at school and 
didn’t visualise becoming an artist as I had lots of other plans! Despite that, I 
always found myself in the art room because the creative process gave me 
incredible energy. I love finding new ways to tell stories through drawing 
and painting. After a year of studying economics and politics at university 
I realised that I wanted to go to art college and become an artist. From the 
moment I got there I was sure this was what I wanted to do for the rest of 
my life. 
 
What do you feel has been your greatest professional achievement? 
The work I made in 2008 on Obama’s Presidential campaign, In Seven 
Days…, is in the permanent collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
New York. I could never have imagined in my wildest dreams when I was at 
art college that I would achieve that in my own lifetime! However, I feel my 
greatest achievement on a spiritual, personal and creative level is a project 
I am still working on: The Light. The Light has been a ten-year odyssey sitting 
in on the private meetings of religious leaders all over the world including 
the Pope, the Dalai Lama and the Grand Mufti of Egypt. I am trying to bring 
to life the 21st century story of how we understand each other and define 
ourselves spiritually.  

What motivates you? 
I feel so grateful to have a job where no day is the same. I never know where 
the creative process is going to take me and the thrill is in understanding new 
things about human beings, as well as devising new techniques and ways 
to communicate this through my art. My amazing husband and my three 
children inspire and motivate me on a daily basis. My work In Seven Days… 
was made for them. My boys were babies when a mixed-race man who 
looked like them was elected President of America. 

Read more on Nicola at welleco.com 



GINA DAFALIA
COMMUNICATIONS, POLICY AND DEVELOPMENT ADVISOR

You have led a truly inspiring professional life, starting out 
as a human rights journalist for Greek National Television, 
working on policy, advocacy and communications for the 
United Nations and most recently Head of C ommunication 
for Walk Free Foundation, an organisation dedicated to 
ending modern slavery. Was there a particular event or 
experience that set you on this path?
As a student in Geneva I met and became close with people 
who were living with HIV and AIDS. It was a very exciting time 
because back then, the triple anti-retroviral therapy had been 
discovered and many people infected with the disease were 
benefiting from this treatment. Unfortunately, this was not the 
case for the vast majority of people living with HIV and AIDS in 
the developing world where treatment could only be a distant 

dream. I started working on TV documentaries that exposed 
this horrendous discrepancy. This work then led to a career at 
the UN working on developing policies and communication 
strategies on human rights abuses.

Is there a common misconception about trafficking and 
modern slavery? Why do you think it is so infrequently 
covered in the media?
Most people think that slavery is a thing of the past and are 
absolutely horrified to find out that it still exists. Every country 
in the world is affected, including Australia. Media coverage 
on this issue has actually increased in the last few years thanks 
to the incredible work that many organisations are doing to 
shine a light on this issue.

#STRONGWOMEN

KIM HEIRSTON
PRIVATE ART ADVISOR 

Please tell us how you began your career in the art world 
as an Art Advisor and how you have gone on to work with 
some influential people and artists. 
I was surrounded by art since childhood. My mother painted, 
and had a close circle of artist friends. During my second 
semester at Yale, I took a course on art that was taught by the 
inspiring Professor Anne Gibson; I had originally intended to 
study theatre. This course changed everything, and I declared 
my major as Art History. I spent my junior year abroad in 
Florence, writing my thesis on magnificent frescoes in Santa 
Maria Novella by Ghirlandaio. From there I jumped head 
first into the New York gallery world, working at Pace, Robert 
Miller and Stux Gallery. During this time I watched  a number 
of artists jump from one gallery program to the next; I found 
it deeply disconcerting. Building a close relationship with an 
artist is a beautiful thing, and the ‘break-ups’ I saw were very 
unsettling to me.  

Read more on Kim at welleco.com

Summer exhibitions
The major shows around the world that you won’t want to miss.

YAYOI KUSAMA “IN INFINITY”
MODERNA MUSEET, STOCKHOLM 

Working in a remarkable mixture of surrealism, minimalism, pop, and 
psychedelia, Japanese artist Yayoi Kusama’s  “In Infinity” is her first major 
exhibition that highlights her profound interest in fashion and design.

CHARLES PETILLON 
“INVASIONS”
MAGDA DANYSZ, SHANGHAI

“Invasions” depicts the barren desert 
landscapes of Uyuni in Southwestern 
Bolivia among other places – through 
balloons. 

ART BASEL
Art Basel stages the world’s premier 
Modern and contemporary art fairs, 
staged annually in Basel (June 16-19), 
Miami Beach (Dec 1-4), and Hong Kong 
(March 23-25, 2017).

JEFF KOONS “NOW”
NEWPORT STREET GALLERY, LONDON

One of the most significant artists to 
have emerged in the postwar era, Jeff 
Koons’ “Now” exhibition features pieces 
from a career spanning thirty-five years. 

Read more on Gina at welleco.com



Too much processed food, sugar, caffeine, meat and alcohol 
can leave you with an acidic gut – the cause of inflammation, 
weight gain, susceptibility to illness, fatigue, headaches, 
insomnia and bloating. Developed by Dr Laubscher with 45 
key ingredients combined in scientifically calculated ratios, 
THE SUPER ELIXIR Alkalising Greens is designed to maintain 
good nutrition and help restore your body’s healthy pH 
balance. 

SO WHAT IS PH? 
pH is a term used to describe how acidic or alkaline a 
substance is. The pH scale is from 1-14 with any reading of 
6 or less reflecting acidic and 7 or higher being alkaline. 
What you eat and drink directly affects your pH levels with 
some foods raising or lowering the pH. This is based on the 
mineral content of the food, not the actual pH of that food. 
For example, lemons have a naturally low pH of around 2, but 
due to their mineral content they have a wonderful alkalising 
effect on the body.

Let me reveal how this affects your daily life - the bottom line 
is that disease flourishes in an acidic environment. As always 
it is all about balance, and the human body was designed to 
operate at its optimum when body fluids are alkaline at 7-7.5. 
The body moves between acidic to alkaline all day so to live 
100% alkaline is unrealistic. But if you choose to do more kind, 
alkaline things to your body you will have better health. 

BEING ALKALINE
The most alkalising ingredients on the planet are supergreens 
(as they contain chlorophyll). The supergreens family is mostly 
made up of cereal grasses such as wheat grass, barley grass 
and blue/green algae.

SOME FACTS:
In our clinical trials we found that 96% of patients had more 
energy, 94% reported having a better mood and feeling 
more confidant and 92% had improved sleep patterns after 
taking THE SUPER ELIXIR Alkalising Greens. Implementing 
more alkaline habits will not only improve your physical health, 
but your overall emotional health and wellbeing. 

pH & living alkaline

96%  
of patients had more energy

94% 
reported having a better mood and feeling 
more confidant 

92%
had improved sleep pattern

Dr Laubscher explains how our healthy bodies were designed to function in an alkaline 
state. Many big and small health issues are associated with an acidic body; low energy, 
weight gain, craving carbs and sugar all may mean you’re acidic.

Yu Tsai for VOGUE



Sweet summer escape
As the warm weather approaches, there is nothing better than celebrating summer by 

recharging and rebooting. We’ve put together a guide to our favourite holiday  
hot spots all around the world for that well-deserved escape. 

 W RETREAT & SPA
MALDIVES, NORTH ARI ATOOL

Located on a private island in a wonderland of white 
sandy beaches, turquoise lagoons and breathtaking 
reefs, W Retreat & Spa provides a new cutting edge, 
contemporary lifestyle experience. The resort features 
78 private retreats - each with its own plunge pool and 
sundeck, six gourmet eateries and lounge bars. Flirt with 
adventure with adrenaline filled water sports and even 
discover the best dive sports in the Maldives with the 
resort’s PADI certified team of dive masters. 

SUMMER TRAVEL



SUMMER TRAVEL

 TAINARON BLUE RETREAT
GREECE

Nestled in a strong 19th century watchtower 
in the Mani region on the Greek peninsula 
Peloponnes, three and a half hours drive south 
of the capital Athens, lies Tainaron Blue Resort. 
Architect couple Kostas Zouvelos and Kassiani 
Theodorakakou transformed the deserted tower 
into an luxury private getaway, blending into the 
natural landscape with conservation regulations 
restricting alterations to the buildings structure. 
The intimate resort includes a three-bedroom 
guest house, natural stone patio and sun terrace, 
an outdoor infinity pool with majestic vistas and a 
small restaurant serving delectable local cuisine. 

 SANDIBE OKAVANGO SAFARI 
LODGE 
BOTSWANA

Combing eco-design with luxury living, 
Sandibe Okavango Safari Lodge provides 
unique shelter for visitors to admire and 
stay within the Okavango Delta, a UNESCO 
world heritage site. The 12 nest-like suites, 
which are raised towards the wild palms 
and fig tree canopies, are uncluttered and 
elegant, transforming into “cocoons” at night. 
Adjacent to the Moremi Game Reserve, the 
lodge offers some of the most exceptional 
wildlife sightings in the Delta, which guests 
can enjoy on day and night safaris, as well as 
bush walks.



Take us with you
With seven easy-to-use individual servings in our 
Alkalising Greens and Nourishing Protein Travel Sets, 
you never have to miss your SUPER ELIXIR hit when 
you’re on the road. 

 HOTEL ESENCIA
MEXICO 

Originally built as the private home of an 
Italian duchess, Hotel Esencia is a place where 
the traditions of the past come together with 
a cosmopolitan sense of how to live well 
today. The charming hotel features 29 private 
cottages; spacious and simple, with white-
washed walls, glazed concrete floors, and 
personal plunge pools. A spa, restaurant, and 
two sparkling miles of sand round out the 50-
acre property.

 THE ATLANTIC
BYRON BAY, AUSTRALIA

A unique coastal estate of three original beach cottages 
that have been transformed into Caribbean styled 
plantation houses and joined by meandering sun 
bleached paths. Set amongst tropical gardens and a 
backdrop of rainforest reserve, it’s hard to remember you 
are in the heart of Byron Bay and only walking distance 
to some of the world’s most beautiful beaches and surf 
breaks. 

Elle never travels without her 
SUPER ELIXIR, Bahamas 2016 



WELLECO HQ IS OPEN
Our premium and organic supplements are now available at 2A Railway Street,  

Cottesloe in Western Australia. 

 THE DUNMORE
HARBOUR ISLAND, BAHAMAS 

Just when you thought the Bahamas couldn’t get any more 
beautiful, we’ve stumbled upon a hidden gem. Founded as 
a members-only club in 1963, The Dunmore opened to the 
public in 1980s and was renovated and reopened under 
new management in 2010. This stylish oasis overlooks the 
sea’s spectrum of blues and the celebrated pink sands that 
are uniquely Harbour Island. The intimate resort evokes a 
1940s club in the tropics – with a spectacular mahogany 
bar, elegant dining room, clubhouse library and 16 spacious 
guest cottages all with private terraces, lawn chairs and 
service. 
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